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Vocabulary: artist, doctor, inventor, musician, pilot, sailor; arrived, believed, crossed, helped, invented, liked, lived, 
loved, painted, played, travelled, worked

the telephone a picture a ship a plane a hospital the piano

1   Readand match. Then say the correct names.

2 X:XX  Listen and check.

3 X:XX   Listen and repeat the words in blue in Activity 1. 

4   Play. In turns, say a key word from the box. Then your partner says 
the job.

What did 
these famous 

people do?

The telephone.

Inventor!

 1  This person was 
an inventor. He/She 
lived in Scotland 
and invented the 
telephone.

3  This person was 
a doctor. He/She 
worked in a hospital 
and helped sick 
people.

5  This person was 
a sailor. He/She 
travelled across the 
Atlantic Ocean and 
arrived in a continent. 
He/She believed  
he/she was in India.

6  This person was 
a pilot. He/She 
crossed the Atlantic 
Ocean alone in a 
small plane.

2  This person was a 
musician. He/She 
loved music and 
played the piano 
when he/she was 
a child.

4  This person was 
an artist. He/
She liked art and 
painted beautiful 
pictures.

Christopher Columbus Elizabeth Blackwell

Amelia Earhart

Alexander Bell

Wolfgang Mozart

Vincent Van Gogh
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Lesson 2

Language: He/She (worked) on ships. He/She didn’t (live) in Italy.

1 X:XX   Listen and read.

2   Read again and say true or false. Then correct the false sentences.

3 X:XX   Listen and read.

4 X:XX    Look at Activity 1 on page 18. Then listen and repeat the words 
in green.

5   Read the sentences and correct the information.
 1 Christopher Columbus arrived in Australia.
2 He travelled on a plane.
3 He crossed the Pacific Ocean.

 1 Christopher Columbus wasn’t born in Italy.
3 He painted pictures of ships.

2 He lived in Italy.
4 He travelled on a ship.

Kate, can you  
help me? I’m doing  

a quiz about people  
from history.Sure. What’s 

the question?

That’s easy!  
Christopher Columbus!

? ?
?

?? ?

Quiz!
He was born in Italy, but he didn’t live in Italy. He didn’t paint pictures and he didn’t invent things. He worked on ships and he liked the sea. He travelled a lot. He arrived in a continent and believed it was India. Who is he?

Past simple: verbs 1

+ He/She
worked on ships.

- He/She
didn’t live in Italy.

liked the sea. didn’t paint pictures.
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Columbus didn’t arrive 
in Australia. He …

Look!
work   j   worked
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Tim talks to his grandpa about the past.
Tim: Did you travel around the world?
Grandpa:  Yes, I did. When I was young, I was a pilot. 

I travelled to a lot of countries: China, South Africa, 
Mexico, Australia …

Tim: Did you like travelling?
Grandpa: Yes, I did! The plane is a great invention!
Tim: Did Leonardo Da Vinci invent the plane?
Grandpa:  No, he didn’t. He worked on some models but the 

Wright brothers invented it in 1903.
Tim:  Did the Wright brothers travel around the world?
Grandpa:  No, they didn’t! Their first plane was in the air for only 

12 seconds and their last plane for only two hours and 
19 minutes!

Tim: Oh, interesting!
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Language: Did you/he/she/they (invent the plane)? Yes, I/he/she/they did. / No, I/he/she/they didn’t.

1 X:XX   Listen and read.

2   Read again and say the missing words.

3 X:XX   Listen and read.

Grandpa was a (1) ? when he was (2) ? and he travelled to a lot of (3) ? . The Wright brothers 

invented the (4) ? in 1903. Their first plane was in the air for (5) ? seconds.

Past simple

Questions Did
you/

he/she/
they

travel around 
the world?

invent the plane?

Short 
answers

Yes, I/he/she/they did.

No, I/he/she/they didn’t.
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4   In turns, ask and answer 
questions about the 
interview in Activity 1.

Yes, he did. 
Did …?

Did grandpa travel 
to Mexico?
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1 X:XX    What were their professions? Listen and answer. Then choose the 
correct sentences.

2  Look at Activity 1 and play a memory game.

3     Go to Activity Book page 77. Cut out the cards. 
Put the ‘Great people from history’ card on the 
table. In turns, pick up an orange card and read out 
the sentences using past simple forms. Your partner 
says the person.

Did Phil’s grandfather 
travel to Australia?

He didn’t live in 
England. He lived 

in Scotland.

Yes, he did.

Alexander 
Bell.

a He painted pictures of people.
b He painted pictures of ships.

an artist 

a She played the guitar.
b She played the piano.

a musician

a He travelled to the USA.
b He travelled to Australia.

a sailor

a She worked in a small hospital.
b She worked in a big hospital.

a doctor

Lesson 4

Language: Did Phil’s grandfather travel to (Australia)? Yes, he did. He travelled to (a lot of different countries).

Phil’s grandfather

Clare’s grandfather

Clare’s grandmother

1

Phil’s grandmother

3

2

4
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What do you want to be? Where do you want to work?
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Vocabulary: chef, mechanic, nurse, painter, scientist; garage, hospital, lab, restaurant, workshop
Language: He/She (does experiments) in a (lab). I want to be ...

1  X:XX  Match. Say the number and the letter. Then listen and check.

2 X:XX   Listen and repeat the words in blue in Activity 1.

3  Say sentences about the professions using the phrases in each column.

 1 A painter  helps sick people  in a lab.

2 A chef  cooks food  in a garage.

3 A mechanic  does experiments  in a workshop.

4 A nurse  makes paintings  in a hospital.

5 A scientist  repairs cars  in a restaurant.

4  Answer about you.
 1 What do you want to be? Why? 2 Where do you want to work?

This week’s top 5 jobs!

5  I want to be a 
scientist and 
work in a lab.

4  I want to be a 
mechanic and 
work in a garage.

3  I want to be a nurse 
and work in a hospital.

 1  I want to be a painter and 
have my own workshop.

2  I want to be a 
chef and work in 
a restaurant. 

c

e

b
d

a
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Lesson 6
Let’s read!

Literacy: a website article about an important person in universal history

1 X:XX   Listen and read.

2    Read again and correct the mistakes in these sentences. 
Then write the correct sentences in your notebook.

 1 Leonardo da Vinci was an artist, a scientist and a sailor.
2 He was born in Spain.
3 When he was a child, he lived with his parents.
4 He walked in the forest with his aunt.
5 When he was a teenager, he lived in a castle.
6 He designed bicycles in Verrocchio’s workshop.
7 Verrocchio was more talented than Leonardo.
8 Leonardo travelled on a bicycle.

Leonardo da Vinci 
was an artist, a 
scientist and an 
inventor. He was 
born in Vinci, a 
small town in Italy, 
in 1452. 

When he was a child, he didn’t 
live with his father or his mother. 
He lived with his grandparents. 
His grandfather was very old 
and he didn’t play with him. 
The little boy was alone all day. 
He sometimes walked in the 
forest with his uncle, Francesco. 
Leonardo loved these walks. He 
looked at the birds, the rivers 
and the mountains. He liked to 
make drawings of animals and 
moving water.

When he was a teenager, 
Leonardo moved to Verrocchio’s 
workshop. Verrocchio was a 

great artist and Leonardo was his 
apprentice. He lived and worked 
in Verrocchio’s workshop with 
lots of other students. Verrocchio 
trained them to make brushes, 
paintings, statues and many 
other things. After the classes, 
they cleaned the place. The 
workshop was always busy and 
messy during the day and clean 
and tidy at the end of the day. 
Leonardo lived in Verrocchio’s 
workshop for thirteen years. 

Verrocchio was a good mentor, 
but Leonardo was more talented 
than his master.

Leonardo wasn’t just an artist. 
He also studied the human 
body and invented machines. 
He designed a bicycle, a plane, 
a helicopter and lots of other 
machines. But these machines 
didn’t work. They were only 
drawings on paper. Leonardo 
was a man of great imagination. 

Leonardo da Vinci

The Mona Lisa, a painting  
by Leonardo da Vinci

Model of Leonardo’s bicycle
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Project Create a trivia game!

Get ready!
Step 
1

Start!
Step 
2

Read the website article and look on the Internet for more information on 
Marie Curie. Then read Ben’s trivia game and choose the correct options.

Look back at the unit. Then complete the words and write the past simple form 
of the verbs in your Activity Book.

 Go to Activity Book page 21.

Project: create a trivia game

 1 She was a/an scientist / inventor.

2 She was born in Spain / Poland.

3 She lived in France / Italy.

4 She worked in a school / a lab.

5 She liked art / experiments.

6 She travelled to Paris to study / Rome to study.

7 She worked with animals / X-ray machines.Marie Curie

Marie Curie was a famous scientist who discovered very interesting 
things. She loved science very much and worked for a long time in 
her lab in France.
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Exchange trivia games with a 
partner and choose the correct 
options. Then check your 
answers with your partner.

Read the steps and create your trivia game.

Do it!
Step 
3

Talk!
Step 
4 She lived 

in Italy.

She didn’t live  
in Italy. She lived  

in France.

How to create your trivia game
• Choose a great person from history. You can choose a person from the list.

• Beethoven
• Captain James  

Cook

• Thomas Edison
• Alexander Fleming
• Juana Azurduy

• Michelangelo
• Frida Kahlo

• Find information about the person and complete the card in your Activity Book.

• First, do a rough draft on a sheet of paper and copy the table below. Write sentences 
5–7 using the information you completed on the card in your Activity Book. Write a 
correct and an incorrect answer for each sentence. Use Brian’s game as a model.

 1 (He/She) was a/an (option 1)  /  (option 2)

2 (He/She) was born in ...  /  ...

3 (He/She) lived in

4 (He/She) worked in/on

5 (He/She) ...

6 (He/She) ...

7 (He/She) ...

• Make a separate card with the person’s name and a photo.




